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Be fore the
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and be hold a Bright Flame. Be fore the

wise man leaves his youth be fore his voice can speak the
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wise man leaves his youth be fore his voice can speak the

Truth he first must lay his life a side and
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Truth he first must lay his life a side and

pray with his mind to kin dle his will while pra ying a lone
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pray with his mind to kin dle his will while pra ying a lone
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he owns all cre a tion and a bo lish es time.
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he owns all cre a tion and a bo lish es time.

Be fore the soul can stand a lone a mong the
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Be fore the soul can stand a lone a mong the

Saints to make a home it must haveheard the song of life
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Saints to make a home it must haveheard the song of life
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and car ried its strength throughwalls made of stone to
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and car ried its strength throughwalls made of stone to
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where Truth is found the sound of to mor row cal ling all of man
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where Truth is found the sound of to mor row cal ling all of man
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kind.
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